
 

HSC Funders Committee 

February 4, 2020 at 10:30 

United Way 

Minutes 

Attendees: Casey Becker, Jani Koester, Dana Stokes, Nicole Sandler, Angie Jones, Sarah Lim, Torrie Kopp 

Mueller 

1. Torrie will take notes.  

2. Gaps Analysis Follow up (decide on methodology and budget for our analysis) – Google Doc 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1XHeaf8V2c8wvczZQQk0CmTmVuSgt7t9o?usp=sharing 

Angie created a matrix to compare the various reports that were looked at.  

Action Item: folks should add in the strategies that communities are developing to meet their unmet 

needs.  

How will we figure out the unmet needs? Surveys (go to food pantries, churches, places people already 

are), focus groups, HMIS data and other data sources,  

HUD article had some sample surveys, but they are very outdated. We can use them as a starting point. 

Work with doubled up work group on their survey. Maybe combine the surveys into one document. 

Is there any help the UW can offer as far as developing the survey?  

Action Item: Angie will reach out to Kelly at United Way who might be able to assist. Nicole will reach 

out to the UW.  

Action Item: bring surveys from other community’s gaps analysis for the March meeting 

Target for the gaps analysis will encompass all definitions of homelessness 

3. Look at the Doubled-up Data from National Center for Homeless Education 
Jani brought data from the school district regarding homelessness and Department of Education. 
MMSD data roughly matches that of national data regarding sleeping situations. Not all school districts 
have the data by family unit 
Can track how many households have obtained housing or are re-identified in the new school year 
Data from Jani is unduplicated 

 Next Steps 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1XHeaf8V2c8wvczZQQk0CmTmVuSgt7t9o?usp=sharing


 

 Check-out 

 

Next Meeting is on March 3rd 

If you need meeting materials in another format, please contact Angie Jones at angela.jones@uwdc.org. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Duties: Provide a forum for public and private funders of housing and services targeted to homeless and 

at-risk persons to share information and coordinate activities as possible; use the Community Plan to 

Prevent and End Homelessness when setting funding priorities; membership will include HSC Board 

President. Make recommendations to designate the Collaborative Applicant as a Unified Funding 

Agency. This gives the Collaborative Applicant additional autonomy and responsibilities.  


